
Stage Services

Scale
How can I accelerate growth?

Analysis of the Product’s KPI’s, Migration of 
legacy systems, Migration of on-premise 
systems to cloud-based services, Testing.

Product/Market Fit
Did I build something people want?

User-centric UI/UX Design, Web 
Development, Cloud Computing, Digital 
Marketing.

Problem/Solution Fit
Do I have a problem worth solving?

Business Model Validation, UX Research, 
Prototyping, A/B Testing, Acquisition of Early 
Adopters.

Our Services for Startups

Read more at: https://clutch.co/profile/wedevelop.

“They’re willing to engage with a 
problem to figure it out rather than 

waiting to be told what to do.”

"WeDevelop was resourceful, 
unafraid of problems and blockers, 

creative, professional, and fast."

“They’re a well-rounded team, which 
is conducive to troubleshooting [and] 

having difficult conversations.”

Customer Satisfaction is our #1 goal

 is a Digital Product Development remote company 
 focused on .

WeDevelop born in 
Argentina high-quality and long-term solutions

A human-centered company that 
gets things done efficiently.

research experts
We provide a team of 

 tailored 
exactly for your needs.

high-quality prototypesBuild  
that we can test with real 

users, real fast.

excellent productBuild the  
your customers want in baby 

steps.

Research
U S E R  E X P E R I E N C E


Web Design
H U M A N - C E N T E R E D


Development
CUSTOM SOFTWARE 

https://clutch.co/profile/wedevelop


A HUMAN-CENTERED COMPANY

Relationship building

Trust is built over time. The best 
teamwork comes from members who 
trust each other and we'll work every 
day to achieve that with you.

People first

We are a people-first company that 
provides value beyond coding by 
engaging in the culture and context of 
the company to find the best possible 
solution.

PEOPLE THAT CARE ABOUT YOU AND YOUR PROJECT

Progress visibility

Forget about hard-to-read roadmaps or 
meaningless reports. For us, progress 
means one thing: get closer to the goal, 
quickly.

Cost-efficient service

As followers of the LEAN Methodology, 
we focus on eliminating waste and 
focusing on priority tasks. We make 
sure every minute of our work provides 
value to your Business.

 A TEAM THAT BELIEVES IN OVER COMMUNICATING

Honesty

Good communication is the mean to an 
honest message. Honesty is one of our 
best weapons to gain your trust.

Crystal-clear communication

Get the team on the same page and 
keep them in sync while working as a 
unit. We believe in proactive 
communication.

we don’t expect you to 
believe it blindly

what 
our customers say about us

We are very objective when evaluating ourselves but 
.


Please, read the next page (or visit our Clutch profile) where you’ll find out 
.

What is                              ?

http://theleanstartup.com/principles
https://clutch.co/profile/wedevelop


“They’re a well-rounded team, which is conducive to troubleshooting [and] having difficult 
conversations.”

5.0

WeDevelop teamed up with a fitness technology company to expand the capabilities of their platform. They 
rebuilt several aspects of the app to better scale the business and allow for white-label offerings.

The team consistently impressed with their innovative thinking and attention to detail, building a trusting 
relationship with the partner early into the engagement. Their support, understanding company culture aided 
them in communicating honestly about project challenges at all project stages.

Project Summary

Feedback Summary

A P P 
D E V E LO P M E N T 
F O R  O N L I N E  
F I T N E S S  
C O M PA N Y

"WeDevelop was resourceful, unafraid of problems and blockers, creative, professional, and 
fast."

5.0

WeDevelop was hired to build a platform for a ferry booking search engine. The team built the product from 
the ground up, utilizing SQL and AWS.

Internal stakeholders are extremely impressed with WeDevelop’s work, noting the effectiveness in 
developing the complex solution. Their intelligence, technical skill, and creative expertise make them 
excellent, long-term partners. Customers can expect a tenacious team dedicated to project success.

Project Summary

Feedback Summary

P R O D U C T 
D E V E LO P M E N T 
F O R  F E R RY 
B O O K I N G  
P L AT F O R M

"The project cost about half of what it would have had we hired local engineers."

5.0

WeDevelop took care of backend development, AWS set up, and frontend design and implementation for a 
loan system with several automated processes.

Thanks to their involvement, the new system launched on time and with the ability to start issuing loans 
right away. Regular standups paired with their extensive knowledge and adaptability contributed to the 
project’s success.

Project Summary

Feedback Summary

W E B  A P P 
D E V E LO P M E N T 
F O R  A LO A N  
C O M PA N Y

“They’re willing to engage with a problem to figure it out rather than waiting to be told what 
to do.”

5.0

WeDevelop is building an MVP of a sports betting software. They’re looking to enhance the solution’s 
performance so that it can display a high volume of pricing data in real time. 

The software is still in development, but internal stakeholders have praised WeDevelop for their proactive 
problem-solving skills. The team brings an agile approach to the project, maintaining open communication 
lines and adapting well to client requests.

Project Summary

Feedback Summary

S O F T WA R E  
D E V E LO P M E N T 
F O R  S P O RT S  
B E T T I N G  
S TA RT U P

Read more at: https://clutch.co/profile/wedevelop.

https://clutch.co/profile/wedevelop


Create an equal workspace, together Embrace change

Over communicate

Love the world we’re living in

Humanity over technology

Love what you do

Work as a dream team

Seek excellence

Take risks and learn from mistakes Build a culture of loyalty and trust

Vision, Mission, and Values

To provide a more enjoyable l ife for people and be the company 
everyone wants to work for.

To constantly improve our development processes, providing our customers 
better and innovative  solutions by delivering working software every week 
and encouraging our people to always give their best from wherever they 

are.

OUR VISION

OUR MISION

OUR VALUES



info@wedevelop.me


WeDevelop LLC. FL 33134, US


+1 (925) 448-6165

https://wedevelop.me

https://wedevelop.me

